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Abstract. The focus of this work has been trying to bring biomechanical analysis to a mobile environment because to this day an application
that enables such analysis cannot be found. We wanted to create an
equally accessible tool for professionals, amateurs or people that need or
want to perform a simultaneous evaluation and analysis of the extending
and flexing of the knee, ankle and hip joints while the cyclist is pedaling to inform of what movements are doing and when. This will help
to optimize posture enabling better performance while riding, and more
importantly, it will prevent injuries.
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Introduction

Everyday there are more countries that decide to encourage the use of bicycles
as a mean of transport. Due to the great congestion of traffic and pollution that
we are generating, we should only look around to realize that more people are
using them as a means of transport daily as it is healthy, ecological, sustainable
and economic. Its use is also growing worldwide due to the high price of fuel
since it also allows us to move both by cities and rural areas with complete ease.
However, we cannot forget the people who use bicycles as a hobby to simply
distract and stroll or as a sport since it is an excellent cardiovascular exercise.
In addition to all the benefits discussed above, we also must consider that a
misuse of this device can also carry some injuries [1, 2], as well as injuries in the
spine and the lower and upper limbs by improper use and improper positioning.
For the reasons stated above we can assert that each cyclist needs a personalized
positioning to his bicycle and should consider that even if the bike is his size
that does not mean that it is perfectly prepared [3] for him and that is of the
utmost importance to adjust the height, inclination, recoil and angle of the
saddle and handlebar. To get a correct posture, the best thing is to take part in
?
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a biomechanical [4] study to adjust the bicycle’s metrics to the biker’s potency
and limitations seeking great levels of comfort, performance and to avoid injury.
The current demand for biomechanical studies has caused that there are also
mobile applications on the market that want to mitigate this problem. The usual
solution that propose several mobile applications is to take a series of data, such
as, the height of the person or the terrain on which the sport is going to be made,
whether it is road or mountain. With these values the applications provide an
idea with the approximate measures that the bicycle frame should have as shown
in this Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Different applications

In addition to the terrain or height of a person there is more data needed to
regulate a bicycle, such as tilt, recoil and angle of the saddle and handlebars.
A small error in these data, cause that the cyclic movement of the legs is not
correct. This movement is repeated so much that it can cause an injury.
In spite of that, due to all these user needs, we decided to develop a mobile
application, totally unusual and new in the market, called AngleBike [5], whose
objective is to do a biomechanical analysis [6] of a cyclist position while he
pedals so he can optimize his position and reach a perfect adjustment. We also
can reach any person that wants to check if it is doing the activity in a good
posture and has an adequate motor pattern, users that want to optimize their
performance or users that are having pains and cannot enjoy their activity. We
consider then people that use the bicycle as a sport, hobby or transportation
need, reaching a cheap biomechanical study available to all at any moment,
place and circumstance.
In the following sections, we will make known the technologies that we have
used to develop our AngleBike mobile application, how we have internally done
the analysis and study of the cyclist’s movement. Later we will be able to show
the user both the graph made of the angles formed and their timestamp and
the final video where the angles appear drawn. Finally, we will talk about the
conclusions obtained after finishing this work. We would like to mention that
the implementation of this application has earned us a prize [7] provided by the

consultancy Sopra Steria as one of the best end-of-course works at the Faculty
of Computer Engineering at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
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Description

We will now describe the various waypoints that our application follows when
it begins to work on a biomechanical analysis of the movements we make as we
are riding a bicycle. We will explain each point separately because each one is
essential and they are clearly differentiated.
2.1

Video capture

The first step to begin with the analysis is to record a video of the movements
we are doing, to do so we use the native given by Android. This facilitates its
later modification to obtain the most fitting video format to analyze the video.
Because mobile processors are not potent enough nowadays for optimal matrix
processing and analysis and video reconstruction, we decided to use a medium
format that is not costly in analysis and that outputs the results in good quality.
After several tests we decided for MPEG-4, focused on low bitrate and a multiplatform and supported by almost all versions of Unix (the core that Android is
based on).
The recordings are stored on the mobile device storage, we do this to use
the phone’s processor instead of relying on uploading the video to a server and
depending on Internet connection to get the results. That made us make a solid
control and storage structure to make sure we have enough memory available on
the phone, to make sure the recording of the video did not get interrupted and
finally save correctly the files generated in the later analysis of the video.
2.2

Video processing

Once the recording is complete, we extract the first frame of the video making
it into an image, then we create a Region of Interest or ROI [8] , formed by
the area that holds the LEDs worn by the cyclist on his leg. Isolating that area
allows us to focus all the processing on the matrix formed by that region ROI
and avoiding interference from the remaining frame. This also helps reducing
the time spent because the bits to analyze are reduced as well.
The information required for the trimming of the image is given by the user
by sliding his finger in a diagonal to select the ROI, the coordinates along the
width and height are recollected to create a new image using the previous as a
reference, see Fig. 2.2.
Once the region of interest is created the next step is using the sliders that
modify the minimums and maximums of each of the three RGB channels. These
shifts are moved by the user of the application until no longer sees the LED
points (Fig. 3). Then the image is recorded.

Fig. 2. Trimming of the image

That is, so far what we have done is select a part of the body of the cyclist.
In concrete, the triangle that form the three LED points placed on your hip,
knee and foot (Picture to the left of Fig. 4). Next, the screen color is modified
until the LEDs’ are isolate and leaving them on a black background (Picture to
the center of Fig. 4). This change facilitates the analysis of movement during the
video. The final step is creating a new video with lines linking the LEDs located
via the color filter and calculating the angle formed by the intersecting of such
lines during the whole video (Picture to the right of Fig. 4).
The results extracted from the analysis are divided in two parts, on one side
we have a graph that represents all the angles obtained and on the other we
have a new video that has these angles drawn on top of the original video. The
graph is important because it shows if knee and ankle movement are forced or

Fig. 3. Sliders of the three RGB channels

Fig. 4. The different steps

are adequate. This graph is represented by a vertical and horizontal axis that
stand for the angle values and the timestamp respectively (Fig. 5). It is possible
to pinch with two fingers to zoom in or out. The video is also important because
it is a background where the most sudden movements occur.
At last the resulting video obtained after constructing, frame by frame. The
video with the LEDs drawn and joined by lines. With these lines the angles
formed during the entirety of the video are calculated (Fig. 6).
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Used technologies

To carry out this work we chose to use free software because they have support
from a big user community and they have zero cost.
3.1

Programming languages

Android. It is an OS which core is based on Linux. It has been primarily
designed to work in touch devices like smartphones, tablets, smartwatches

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the data obtained

Fig. 6. Video obtained after reconstruction

and many more gadgets. Due to it being developed based on open source
and free distribution, this essence has not been lost on further updates. This
makes Android in a system in which most of its elements are free for any
developer to modify.
We decided to develop our application with the latest stable versions of Android, we tested it on 7.0 Nougat [9], 6.0 Marshmallow [10] y 5.0 Lollipop [11].
OpenCV. It is a Computer Vision library designed primarily in C++, we chose
this multiplatform software due to its support on Android [12]. One of its
main advantages is its ability to use it on multicore processors that optimize
the result consumption, making calculations more efficient.
For our application we used the 3.2 version that was the latest stable version for Android. This version has dynamic and static libraries of the latest smartphones processors. These work with diverse architectures [13] like
armeabi-v7a, x86, mips, arm64-v8a, etc. We included all to make our final
application compatible with most processors on the market.
OpenCV contains numerous modules distributed in static and dynamic libraries, the ones we mostly used were:
Core: includes the data structure for image processing.
Highgui: allows us to record events, images and videos.
Imgproc: has algorithms for transforming, filtering and color converting
images
Video: focus on video processing algorithms.
Objdetect: responsible for object detection
JavaCV. We also needed to include JavaCV [14], this is a wrapper in Java
language that encapsulates some functions not compatible with Android on
the official OpenCV version. This is an open source project created by users
that has its official page on GitHub.

XML. It is a metalanguage that compliments Android to create the user interface, the graphical section that you interact with on the device. It also has
another fundamental role, it allows to modify the configuration file of the
application (AndroidManifest.xml [15, 16]) . This file has control over the
components, existing activities, services and application permissions.
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Architecture and behaviour

Here we are going to present the works architecture explaining the unification
and communication that allows OpenCV and JavaCV to work with Android. We
will also explain how the video result is generated using an extra library from
inside OpenCV called FFmpeg that has implemented inside several video codecs
compatible with Android. Both JavaCV and OpenCV have been compiled on
GNU/Linux facilitating the integration and execution of both simultaneously.
Androids implementation is a heap of levels[17] that abstracts layers of software
components that includes from the hardware drivers to frameworks of upper
layers, as we can see on the next diagram (Fig. 7)
On the bottom, we can find the Linux core, allowing a low-level abstraction
layer that allows the link between hardware and the drivers of devices like the
screen, network card, USB input or the camera. Because it is so low level it makes
easier for the developers to make drivers for a known kernel. The next layer hosts
the HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer) [18], its a standard interface that makes
possible the direct communication between the devices with the uppermost layer
of the frameworks from the Java API, making hardware control easier. Manufacturers follow the HAL standard creating modules of dynamic libraries (.so) for
components like the camera, the one used in this work, calling the Camera and
SurfaceView tools from the Android API. This feat makes possible the communication between the Android camera and the screen, allowing it to see what it
is recording and to have a preview. HALs use on the camera makes possible to
record a video in the MPEG-4 format and H.624 codec, both compatible with
FFmpeg [19]. We used H.624 because it had a great image quality that helps
to see the leds clearly and its low bitrate. This is done by only capturing frame
when there is a reasonable difference, overall this aids us to make an optimal
and quick analysis without pushing to the limit the performance and memory
of the smartphone, and outputs a small size video. Next is the one that corresponds to runtime, the application is a process that can have his own childs also
in runtime. This administration feature taken from Linux came with Android 5.
The native libraries layer includes all the modules that are written on C/C++
language. OpenCV integration for this work takes place on this level because its
core is written on C++. This image processing functions written on native code
and are called by wrappers or interfaces (JNI) that makes possible to the code
written in Java executed by the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM [20] to interact
with C/C++ native language as we can see on Fig. 7. At this point we can also
find the JavaCV interface with the difference that it includes more functions

Fig. 7. Android Architecture

than in the Android SDK that OpenCV provides. Here we can also see that we
can call directly to the native functions, which consumes less resources.
At this point we can also find FFmpeg, this is a multimedia framework
dedicated exclusively to video conversion, some of its functionalities have been
included in the video input/output architecture from OpenCV. They make calls
to its interfaces in the backend layer [21] to configure the device’s hardware from
the bottom layer, this later joins the HAL level of the Android architecture [22].
We can also take advantage of its full potential by compiling individually the
packages that are included inside the OpenCV SDK. The last two layers from

the works Android architecture define the framework in Java language y and the
own programmed application. We have use the API to call system modules like
the camera, screen or storage.
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Smartphones used for testing

Nexus 5x. Developed by LG it has a Qualcomm Snapdragon 808 processor
with 6 cores (2 x Cortex-A57 1,82 GHz and 4 x Cortex-A53 1,44 GHz), 2
GB of RAM memory and 32GB of storage space. Its back camera is an Sony
IMX377EQH5 with 12,3 MP and an aperture of f/2,0. It uses Android 7.0
Nougat [9]. as an operating system.
Motorola Moto G (2 generation). Developed by Motorola, has a Qualcomm
Snapdragon 400 processor with 4 cores at 1.2 GHz, 1 GB of RAM memory
and 8GB of storage space. It has an 8MP with automatic focus. Its OS is
6.0 Marshmallow [10] Android.
Xiaomi Redmi Note 3. Smartphone developed by the Chinese company Xiaomi, it has a Helio X10 processor with 8 cores at 2.0 GHz, 3GB of RAM
and 32GB of storage. Its back camera is 13MP MediaTek and f/2.2 aperture.
Its OS is 5.0 Lollipop [11] Android with a MIUI v7 customization layer.
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Conclussions

We have developed an application that accomplish a great deal of different tasks:
video recording, video processing and analysis and at last a graphical representation of the data obtained. We have also created a storage architecture that fits
the data and files created during the process. For the matter of the files created
we delved into image representations and color spaces to see firsthand how the
image processing worked and choosing the optimal formats for conversion and
video playback.
This Android application has been developed on an environment like Android
Studio which enables an easy work with OpenCV library. Thanks to this we
reached the correct integration of the functionalities required from OpenCV,
primarily image processing, along auxiliary libraries that allowed us to reach the
final iteration of our work. With all the simultaneous tasks the application was
doing we focused on resources and memory optimization since we were working
on a mobile platform, that doesnt have the same amount of potency as a desktop
computer.
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